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Abstract：Lexicalized reordering models 

are very important components of phrase’ 

based translation systems．By examining the 

reordering relationships between adjacent 

phrases．conventiona1 methods 1earn these 

models from the word aligned bilingual 

corpus，while ignoring the effect of the 

number of adjacent bilingual phrases．In 

this paper，we propose a method to take the 

number of adjacent phrases into account for 

better estimation of reordering models．Instead 

of iust checking whether there is one phrase 

adjacent to a given phrase，our method firstly 

uses a compact structure named reordering 

graph to represent all phrase segmentattons 

of a parallel sentence then the effect of the 

adjacent phrase number can be quantified 

in a forward．backward fashion，and finally 

incorporated into the estimation of reordering 

models．Experimental results on the NIST 

Chinese—English and W MT French-Spanish 

data sets show that our approach significantly 

outperforms the baseline method． 

Key words：natural language processing； 

statistica1 machine translation；lexicalized 
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I．INTRODUCTION 

Phrase．based translation systems[1-2]prove 

to be the state—of-the—art as they have delivered 

translation performance in recent machine 

translation evaluations．Compared with word- 

based translation systems，phrase—based trans一 

1ation systems extend translation unit from 

word to phrase，thus reducing the ambiguity 

and reordering at the 1exica1 1eve1．W hile ex— 

ceiling at memorizing local translation and re— 

ordering，phrase—based systems have difficul— 

ties in modeling permutations among phrases． 

As a result．it is important to develop effe：ctive 

reordering models to capture such non-loca1 

reordering． 

In the earliest phrase-based translati0n sys— 

tern．the reordering model is a simple one in 

which the reordering probability is set manual。 

ly depending on the translation language pairs． 

Then，the distance based distortion penalty[1] 

is applied to better model the phrase move— 

ments in translation．Specifically，using this 

model，the decoder chooses to translate mono— 

tonically unless there is su街cient support for 

a jump from other features，for example，lan— 

guage mode1．Obviously,without the consider- 

ation of the specific content of phrases，phrase 

movements have not been well solved in the 

early phrase—based paradigm． 

To deal with this problem，many research- 

ers have presented lexicalized reordering 

models[3-7]that take advantage of lexical 

infolrmation to predict reordering．Instead of 

entirely ignoring the information of phras。 
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Ea ch bloc k i s a』so a 

ph rase pai r but without 

the limitation of maxi— 

mum phrase length 

tion lI，we first give an overview of existing 

lexicalized reordering models．Then we intro— 

duce our nove1 method to estimate the reor． 

dering probabilities from reordering graphs． 

The experimental results are reported and 

discussed in Section III．Finally,we end with a 

conelusion and future work in Section IV． 

II．LEXICALIZED REORDERING MODELS 

IN SMT 

Lexicalized reordering models containing 

phrases with reordering probabilities in differ- 

ent orientations play a crucial role in phrase- 

based translation systems．To build a standard 

lexicalized reordering mode1．conventional 

studies complement in the two following pro— 

cedures．Firstly，aajacent bilingual phrases 
with orientation information are identified as 

reordering examples．Meanwhile，the corre— 

sponding fractional counts are also gathered． 

After this process is finished，the reordering 

probabilities of phrases in difierent orienta． 

tions are estimated by maximal likelihood es． 

timation or classification model training．Since 

different models may identify the reordering 

relationship of the same adjacent phrases as 

different orientations．we briefly revisit the 

current three models：word．based mode1． 

phrase．based model and hierarchical mode1． 

To better illustrate these models．we stil1 take 

the bilingual sentence shown in Figure 1(a)as 

example，and depict the orientation of us— 

ing different models． 

2．1 Word．based Iexicalized 

reordering m odeI 

This model is a standard component in the 

famous phrase-based system MOSES．In this 

model，the orientation of is identified by 

determining the existence of word alignments 

at positions(s-1，z／-1)and( 一1，V+1)in the 

alignment grid．If the position(s-1，“一1)con— 

tains a word alignment while -1，V+1)con— 

tains no word alignment，the orientation of 

is set to M．On the contrary,when the position 

(s一1，“一1)contains no word alignment while 
一 1， 1)contains a word alignment，the ori— 

entation of bp is set to S．In all other cases，the 

orientation is classified as D． 

2．2 Phrase．based Iexicalized 

reordering model 

unlike the mentioned．above model which 

determines the orientations based on specific 

word alignments，the phrase-based lexical— 

ized reordering model[4—5]analyzes adjacent 

phrases．Back to the example shown in Figure 

l(a)，the orientation of is set to M if an 

adjacent phrase pair covers(s—l，“一1)in the 

alignment grid．Similarly,if an adjacent phrase 

pair lies at 一1， 1)，the orientation of is 

set to S．and is set to D otherwise．Besides．the 

MEBTG system also adopts a similar phrase- 

based 1exicalized reordering model to predict 

the relative orders of neighbor phrases．But 

unlike the above phrase．based model，it con． 

siders this problem as a binary classification 

task：monotone or swap which iS suitable to 

be solved by maximal entropy mode1． 

2．3 HierarchicalIexicalized 

reordering modeI 

Different from the previous two models，this 

model aims at improving non—local reordering 

and analyzes the alignments beyond adjacent 

phrases．Continuing the parallel sentence 

shown in Figure l(a)，we set the orientation of 

as M if there exists a bilingual block COY— 

ers the position 一1， 一1)．When a block lies in 

- 1， 1)，the orientation of bilingual phrase 

is S，and orientation is D otherwise．One thing 

worth mentioning is that this model only ap- 

plies to the phrase—based system decoding in 

the shift．reduce manner 

III．GRAPH．BASED LEXICAUZED 

REORDERING M ODEL 

In this section，we first describe the construc— 

tion of the reordering graph representing all 

segmentations of a parallel sentence，and then 

illustrate how to effi ciently learn more accu- 

rate reordering probabilities from the reorder— 

ing graph． 
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2ln ou r work．we identi— 

fy the pa ralleI sentence 

containing more than 50 

words and 12 null—aligned 

words in either side as the 

Iong parallel sentence． 

3StatisticaIly．in two ex- 

perimentaI data sets de— 

scribed later,the number 

of the Iost bilingual rules 

does not exceed 0．4％ of 

whole bilinguaI rules． 

different source．side covered states to different 

nodes with the same phrase pair．Back to the 

reordering graph shown in Figure 2(b)，both 

of nodes N 3 and N4 respectively corresponding 

to f的／de可持续／kechixu发展／fazhan，SUS— 

tainable development)and(可持 续 ／kechixu 

发 展 ／fazhan，sustainable development)are 

followed by the phrase pair(中国／zhongguo， 

in China)．However,the covered state of node 

Ⅳ is different from the one ofnode N4．Instead 

of linking nodes Nl and N 4 to the same follow- 

ing node together,we distinguish these two 

derivations by linking them to different nodes 

l 2 and N／ ．Besides，because of the limita— 

tion of maximal phrase length，some bilingual 

phrases may have no preceding or following 

bilingual phrase．For these bilingual phrases， 

we directly link them to the nearest ones in the 

target—side order． 

As described above，our method distin— 

guishes different derivations based on source— 

side covered state．However，the execution 

efficiency of our method will become poor 

when dealing with the long parallel sentence‘ 

with many null—aligned words．To solve this 

problem，we split long parallel sentence into 

short ones，each of which is used to construct 

a reordering graph．To be specific，for each 

parallel sentence，we first identify the tom— 

mas，semicolons and colons，which are trans— 

lated into themselves and belong to r points 

proposed by Berge et a1．[10]，to form a set of 

split points．According to the split points，each 

parallel sentence can be spi~ed into a sequence 

of bilingual segments，where the reordering 

relationship of adjacent segments is always 

monotone．M eanwhile，it should be noted that 

the utilization of segments results in the loss 

of a few bilingual rules ．In order to reduce 

the discarded rules，here we keep combining 

the adjacent segments into larger one in a left— 

to—right fashion，until the generated segment 

becomes a long sub parallel sentence．Finally, 

we establish reordering graphs to learning re— 

ordering probabilities based on the generated 

bilingual segments． 

Shown in Figure 2(b)，the reordering graph 

for the parallel sentence pair(Figure 2(a))can 

be represented as an undirected graph．Here 

each node corresponds to a phrase pair，each 

link has the orientation relationship between 

adjacent bilingual phrases，and two distin— 

guished nodes Ns and Ne indicate the begin— 

ning and ending of the parallel sentence pair， 

respectively．Note that different derivations are 

distinguished based on source—side covered 

state，so the same phrase pair may appear in 

the nodes related to different paths of reorder— 

ing graph． 

Thus，given a bilingual phrase，we can 

obtain its neighboring phrase pairs with ori— 

entation information from the reordering 

graph．For example，the bilingual phrase(发 

展 ／fazhan，development in)labeled with the 

source span【4,4】and the target span【2,3]cor- 

responds to two nodes in the reordering graph． 

The one is node NI。which is in a monotone 

order with one previous phrase(node N，)and 

in a discontinuous order with one subsequent 

phrase(nodes N，5)；the other is node Nj，which 

is in a monotone order with one previous 

phrase(node N and in a discontinuous order 

with two subsequent phrases(nodes Nt6 and 

Nf7、． 

3．2 Estimation of reordering 

probabilities 

With the reordering graphs，we can learn more 

accurate reordering probabilities from them． 

Given a parallel sentence pair，there are many 

translation derivations corresponding to dif- 

ferent paths in its reordering graph．Assuming 

all derivations have a uniform probability,the 

fractional counts of bilingual phrases for the 

orientations can be calculated by utilizing an 

algorithm in the forward．backward fashion。 

Specifically,for the given phrase pair in 

the ordering graph，we first introduce two no— 

tations to represent the numbers of paths going 

through its related node ： 

1) ( )is the number of paths from node 

N s to N b，，and it can be iteratively computed 

as a( p) a(Nbp，)，where ’is one ofthe 

previous phrase pairs ofbp and ( ) 1． 

2) ( )denotes the number of paths 
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from node N to N6 ，and it is simply 

( ) 
， 

( 一，)，where bp”is one of the 

subsequent phrase pairs of bp and ( )=1． 

Continuing with the reordering graph 

shown in Figure 2(b)，we show the final 0【and 

values ofall nodes in Table I． 

After the calculation of’the仅and values 

of all nodes，we assign different weights to the 

reordering examples．Inspired by the parsing 

literature on pruning[12]，the fractional count 

of the reordering example(0， ’， )is 

c⋯r(o bp"bp)：∑∑ (1) 

where the numerator indicates the number 

of paths containing the reordering example 

(0， )and the denominator is the total 

number of paths in the reordering graph．Re- 

turning to the example in Figure 2，the reor- 

dering example consisting of(发 展 ／fazhan， 

developmenO and(中国／zhongguo，in China) 

marked in the gray color，appear in two deri— 

vations and its fractional count in the D orien— 

tation is 8 | +a(N9) 8 3))INN3= 

f1 1+1 1)／13=2／13． 

Next，we incorporate the fractional count 

of reordering examples into the establishment 

of Iexicalized reordering models．In MOSES 

system，we apply the maximal likelihood esti— 

mation to calculate the final reordering prob— 

abilities of phrases．Formally,the fractional 

count of bp in the orientation O iS calculated as 

described below： 

Count(o，6p) Count(o， ，bp) f21 
bp 

In the implementation of conventional 

MEBTG system [6]，the count of the reorder- 

ing example(0，bp ， )is set to its frequency 

number in training corpus．Here，we replace 

this count with its fractional count Count(o， 
’

， bp)in reordering graph for better esti- 

mation of maximal entropy based reordering 

mode1． 

IV．EXPERIMENT 

To investigate the effectiveness of our ap． 

proaeh，we evaluate our method on the Chi— 

nese—to—English and English-to—Spanish trans- 

lation tasks．After a brief description of the 

experimental setup，we report the experimen— 

tal results and discuss the effects of various 

TableI srcSpan source span，andtgtSpan targetspan．Theaandfl values ofthe nodesshowninFigure2 
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Available at：http：／／www 

Idc．upenn．edu／． 

factors on the proposed method 

4．1 Experiment setup 

To comprehensively investigate the general— 

itV of our method．we carry out experiments 

on two data sets．In the experiment with the 

first data set，our training corpus comes from 

LDC ．which mainly consists of the FBIS cor— 

pus and the Hansards part of LDC2004T07 

corpus．The 2002 NIST M T evaluation test 

data is used as the development set and the 

2003，2004，2005 NIST MT test data are 

the test sets．Besides．we use SRILM Do1． 

kits[1 3]to train a 4-gram language model 

on the Xinhua portion of Gigaword corpus 

r181．1M words)．In the experiment with the 

second data set，the training data come from 

the French-Spanish part of Europarl corpus ． 

We use the same in—domain development set 

and test set provided by the shared task of 

NAACL／HLT 2006 Workshop on SMT。．Each 

sentence in the sets is with single reference． 

Likewise，we directly use the 3-gram language 

mode1 which is also provided by the shared 

task．Table II and III show the statistics of var- 

iOUS data sets． 

As for the processing of various data sets， 

we firstly use the open．source toolkit ICT_ 

CLAS[1 4]to segment the Chinese sentences 

of LDC data．and use the token script provided 

by the shared task to split the data in other lan— 

guages．Then，GIzA++[1 5】and the heuristics 

“grow—diag—final-and’’are used to generate a 

word-aligned corpus．Finally，different meth— 

TableIIData sets oftheLDCexperiment 

ods are applied to extract phrase pairs and 

reordering examples，depending on the SMT 

system． 

Our method is generic for SM T systems 

with lexicalized reordering model，so we carry 

out experiments using two translation systems： 

one is a famous open--source translation sys-- 

tern MOSES；the other is the MEBTG system 

which is based on the weighted synchronous 

context free grammar without explicit lin- 

guistic syntactic knowledge．Both systems are 

widely applied and deliver good performance 

in various machine translation evaluations． 

In the experiment of M OSES system，we 

investigate the effect of our method under 

two conditions：the maximal length of extract 

phrase pairs is set to 5 or 7．As we all know． 

there are six word—based lexical reordering 

models used in MOSES，while we only foCUS 

on the msd—fe and msd_bidirectional—fe reor— 

dering models which are widely applied in 

M0SES．The former has three features repre— 

senting the probabilities of bilingual phrases 

in three orientations：monotone，swap，and 

discOntinuOus．If the latter iS used．then the 

number of features doubles：one for each di． 

rection． 

To build M EBTG system，we also try dif- 

ferent maximal lengths to extract phrase pairs： 

5 or 7，meanwhile，we respectively collect 

reordering examples using the conventional 

method and our approach．Following(Xiong 

et a1．，2006)[6]which has indicated the ef- 

fectiveness of boundary words in reordering 

Available at：http：／／www． 

statmt．org／ Table III Data sets of P WMT experiment 

Avaiiab}e at httP：／／ 

WWW．statmt．org／wmt06／ 

sh a red—task／baseIine． 

htmI． 
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models，we also use four boundary words to 

capture the phrase movement in our model： 

the last source and target words of left bilin— 

gual phrase，the last source and target words 

of right bilingual phrase．Then，we adopt 

the maximal entropy tool[1 6]developed by 

Zhang to train reordering model with the fol- 

lowing parameters：iteration number =1 00 

and Gaussian prior g=1．0． 

During decoding，we set the same pruning 

parameters for two systems．To be specific，we 

set ttable—limit==20 to keep translation candi— 

dates for each source phrase，stack—size= 30 

to prune hypotheses for each span．In excep- 

tion to the reordering probabilities，we use the 

same features as the baseline systems in the 

comparative experiments．For the weights of 

various features，we perform minimum—error- 

rate training[I 7]to maximize the BLEU score 

on the development set．The translation quality 

is evaluated by case-·insensitive BLEU-·4 met-· 

ric[1 8】．Finally，we conduct paired bootstrap 

sampling[1 9]to test the significance in BLEU 

score dj fferences． 

4．2 Experimental results 

4．2．1 EffeCt of models based on reordering 

graphs 

Our first experiment investigates the effect of 

the graph—based lexicalized reordering models 

in two systems．We compare the performance 

of system using the conventional reordering 

models with the proposed graph--based mod-- 

els． 

Table IV gives the experimental results in 

the LDC data set．Here we mainly focus on the 

average BLEU scores on the three test sets． 

When the maximal phrase length is set as 

5，the average BLEU scores of three baseline 

systems are 3 1．85，32．63 and 32．54，respec— 

tively．Then，we replace the conventional 

models with the graph-based ones，and find 

that our new graph-based reordering model 

performs better than other models including 

baseline and old graph—based one．More spe— 

cifically,the average BLEU scores using new 

graph—based method are 32．60，33．15 and 

Table IV．Experimental results in theLDCdata set．RG-oM=Graph—basedlexicalizedreorderingmodel representedin fsH eta1．．2010)81, 

RG-new =Graph—basedlexicalizedreorderingmodel representedinthispaper． "MSD—FERM M odel’’and 'MSD-BI-FERM Model”de— 

notemsd-fe andmsd-bi-fe reorderingmode&，respectively． 'MaxBpLength”isthemaximallength ofthe extractedbilingualphrase． 'Avg’’ 

the average BLEUscore on the three test sets． or significantly better than baseline <D．05 orp<D．01) 
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33．22．achieving absolute improvements of 

0．75．0．52 and 0．68 over baseline systems，re- 

spectively． 

W hen we extract bilingual phrase with 

maximal length 7 to build SMT systems，the 

average BLEU scores of three baseline sys· 

terns are 3 1．98，32．64 and 32．69，respectively． 

By using our two graph—based methods to 

build lexi—calized reordering models，all sys— 

terns perform better than the corresponding 

baseline．Overall，the new graph-based method 

obtains slight improvements than the old one 

for three systems．To be specific，the average 

BLEU scores by our new graph—based method 

are 32．49．33．32 and 33．18，achieving absolute 

improvements of 0．51．0．68 and 0．49 on three 

test sets，respectively． 

The experimental results of the W MT data 

set are shown in Table IIV．These results are 

similar to the ones of previous experiment． 

W hen the maximal phrase length is set as 

5．the BLEU scores of three baseline systems 

are 51．62 51．90 and 52．33，respectively Us- 

ing our two methods to incorporate the effect 

of the adjacent phrase number into reordering 

models．we bring different 1evels of improve— 

ments to system performance．Especially， 

TableV Experimental results in the WMTdata set 

when we use the new graph—based method，the 

MOSES system with msd—fe and msd—bi—fe 

reordering models achieve beRer performance． 

On the test set the BLEU scores of three sys— 

terns under this condition are 52．20．52．43 and 

52．73，respectively,achieving 0．58，0．53 and 

0．40 improvements than the baseline．a11 of 

which are significant by using paired bootstrap 

sampling． 

When the maximal length of phrase pairs 

increases to 7．our new graph-based method 

also yields best performance．Specifically,the 

BLEU scores acquired by three SMT systems 

with new graph—based lexicalized models are 

58．72．58．78 and 60．86．respectively．These 

scores respectively obtain and 0．76，0．57，and 

O．43 points higher than the corresponding 

baseline．the scores of which are 57．96．58．2 1 

and 60．43，respectively． 

From the above experimental results，we 

know that all systems with graph—based reor- 

dering models perfonn better than the baseline 

systems．This finding strongly proves that it 

is helpful to 1earn more accurate reordering 

probabilities by distinguishing the number of 

adjacent bilingual phrases．Besides，in most 

cases．the lexicalized reordering mode1 based 

on reordering graphs seems to be more effec— 

tive in MOSES than M EBTG system．The 

underlying reason is that the conventional re— 

ordering mode1 utilized bv MOSES iS a word— 

based one．which is simpler than the phrase— 

based model，thus it can be improved more 

significantly by our method． 

4．2．2 Effect of maximal phrase length 

In the experiments above，we construct re。 

ordering graphs using all the extracted bilin— 

gual phrases，thus the derivation number of 

reordering graph is limited by the maximal 

length of extracted phase pairs．On one hand， 

a much lower setting of the maximal phrase 

length may make many possible derivations 

be excluded from reordering graphs，resulting 

in the low coverage of bilingual phrases and 

inaccurate reordering probabilities．On the 

other hand，a much larger setting of the maxi— 

mal phrase length may be counterproductive， 
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Figure 3．The changes ofBLEUscore with the increment ofthe maximalphrase length ofreordering models．MPL-TM =maximalphrase 

length oftranslation models．MPL-RM maximalphrase length ofreordering models． 

because reordering graphs may contain large 

number of derivations，which are simply as— 

sumed to have a uniform probability in our 

method．Intuitively every derivation of reor． 

dering graph should have unequal probability， 

thUS this complementation may cause negative 

effect on reordering models．Therefore，the 

maximal phrase length has a great effect on 

the graph—based lexical reordering model，and 

it makes sense to investigate the effect of max— 

imal phrase length on our method． 

In this experiment．we enlarge the maximal 

phrase length to enable reordering graphs to 

contain more derivations，and study the effect 

of maximal phrase length on reordering mod- 

els by the change of BLEU score．Note that 

larger phrase length allows US to extract more 

phrase pairs．To ensure a fair comparison，we 

keep only the bilingual phrase pairs whose 

length iS not exceed 5 or 7 in the final phrase 

table depending on the specific setting of 

translation mode1． 

To avoid confusion，we rename the param． 

eter of maximal phrase length depending on 

the specific models：one iS maximal phrase 

length of translation model(MPL-TM)， 

which iS set as 5 or 7 and iS used to limit the 

maximal length of extracted bilingual phrase 

in translation model；the other iS maximal 

phrase length of reordering model(MPL- 

RM)．which is greater than or equal to MPL- 

TM and iS used to limit the maximallength of 

bilingual phrase within reordering graph．For 

example，in Figure 3(a)，the MPL-TM is set 

as 5。and we try different MPL．RMS to build 

reordering graphs：from 5 to 1 0 with an incre— 

mentof1 eachtime． 

Figure 3 shows the average BLEU scores 

of systems under four conditions．From these 

scores，we can see that our approach outper— 

forms the conventiona1 method in most cases． 

although the performances of SMT systems 
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are a bit unstable．However,when the MPL- 

RM is greater than 8，the performances of the 

systems with our new graph—based reordering 

models degrade significantly．For this cx— 

perimental result，we speculate that with the 

further increment of phrase length，more long 

bilingual phrases which are actually rare in 

training corpus are used to establish reordering 

graphs，leading to more bias in the estimation 

of reordering probabilities． 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE W ORK 

In this paper，we propose a method to improve 

the reordering model by considering the effect 

of the number of adj acent bilingual phrases 

on the reordering probabilities estimation．Ex— 

perimental results on Chinese--to—-English and 

English-·to--Spanish tasks demonstra--te the 

effectiveness of our method． 

In future．we will continue our research 

in the following aspects．First，our method is 

also general to other lexicalized reordering 

models，thus we plan to apply this method to 

the hierarchical phrase reordering model[7]． 

Second，we simply assume that all derivations 

have equal probabilities in our approach．This 

assumption has a negative effect on reordering 

model，so how to further improve the reorder- 

ing model by distinguishing the derivations 

with different probabilities will become anoth— 

er study emphasis in further research．Finally, 

the state．．of-the．．art SMT has focused on the 

application of syntax information，so we will 

focus on how to integrate syntax information 

into our graph--based reordering model in fu-- 

ture work 
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